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“Only when the tide goes out do you discover who’s been swimming naked.”
– Warren Buffet

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST EXIST BETWEEN UDF
AND ITS LARGEST BORROWER
In a Form 8-K filed with the SEC, UDF claims that it is “not aware of any material conflicts of
interest between our executives and our largest group of related borrowers or its principal.”
• Despite this claim, there are number of material outside business relationships between UDF and its largest
borrower which would appear to create a material conflict of interest.
– The CEO of UDF, Hollis Greenlaw, and the CEO of Centurion American, Mehrdad Moayedi co-own currently
or recently owned a private jet together.
– Centurion American and a private UDF affiliate co-own a Dallas high-rise condo building.

– Centurion American and a private subsidiary of UDF I shared a 50/50 partnership to purchase and sell
residential lots near Austin, Texas.
– UDF IV over-lent to Centurion American, which redirected excess funds to UDF I without any apparent
economic reason to do so.
• None of these business relationships are disclosed to the public shareholders of UDF III, UDF IV or UDF V;
management must have a different definition of “material” than most investors.
• The following analysis highlights one of these outside business relationship, specifically that the CEO of UDF
and the CEO of UDF’s largest borrower co-own currently or recently owned a private jet together.
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EXHIBIT A: MOJO AIR (TAIL NUMBER: N77BT)
This is the private jet that is alleged to be co-owned by Hollis Greenlaw and Mehrdad Moayedi
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EXHIBIT B: AIRCRAFT SECURITY AGREEMENT
This aircraft security
agreement establishes
that Hollis M. Greenlaw
is a “Member” of the
entity “G-III N77BT, LLC.”
Note the tail number
from the prior page was
N77BT.
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EXHIBIT C: ASSIGNMENT OF REGISTRATION NUMBERS
This assignment of special
registration numbers
appears to be a request to
change the tail number
from “N77BT” to
“N77HG,” note the last
two characters are Hollis
Greenlaw’s initials.
More importantly,
Mehrdad Moayedi, CEO of
UDF’s largest borrower is
listed as the “Managing
Member” of the entity
“G-III N77BT, LLC.”

Exhibit B established that
Hollis Greenlaw was also a
Member of this entity.
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EXHIBIT D: STATE OF TEXAS, TAXABLE ENTITY SEARCH
A search for the entity
“G-III N77BT, LLC” on the
taxable entity search for
the state of Texas shows
that Hollis Greenlaw was
listed under “Officers and
Directors” for the 2015
report year.
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HOW EXACTLY DOES MANAGEMENT DEFINE A
“MATERIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST”
While it is clear that the business relationship between Hollis Greenlaw and Mehrdad Moayedi
goes beyond that of a lender (UDF) and borrower (Centurion American), it is not clear why this
relationship is not disclosed to public shareholders; UDF management may not believe that a
conflict of interest is created by the economics of a private jet between two CEOs. Or, does
management just not believe the relationship to be material?
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